Survivors Voices: Peer Support Group Info & Guidelines

Who are Survivors Voices?
Survivors Voices is a user-led voluntary organisation for survivors of abuse and violence, and those
who support them. Our aim is to foster recovery from abuse and trauma through encouraging peer
support and championing the voice of survivors in public policy and practice. We recognise all
experiences of abuse, as a child or as an adult. (We use the term ‘survivor’ as a shorthand to
refer to people who have experienced abuse or trauma in childhood or adulthood, including
physical, emotional or sexual abuse or neglect, bullying, intimate partner violence, coercive
control, narcissistic or spiritual abuse. We find this term helpful, as it moves from the being a
‘victim’ to a ‘survivor’ who is in the process of overcoming what was done to them). We also
welcome supporters of survivors, as we recognise that accompanying survivors means that you may
share some of the impact of the abuse personally.
Based in the UK with a national reach, Survivors Voices is a project of Reshapers Community
Interest Company, a not-for-profit/social enterprise. Please see our website for more about
Survivors Voices’ other activities www.survivorsvoices.org Facebook page @survivorsvoicesuk.
What do we mean by peer support?
Survivors Voices is a survivor-led organisation. We believe that as people who have experienced
abuse and trauma we are experts in our own healing and as such our perspectives can help others
facing similar challenges. We have felt the empowerment of being heard, finding the help we need
and enabling things to be better for those that come after us. We recognise the shared perspective
of anyone who has experienced abuse and the power of sharing our journeys with those who
understand. By coming together as peers, we can find and give support, strength, solidarity and
voice. We call this enlightened self-help and this online peer support gathering is one way we
provide it. Our aim is to provide a safe, inclusive and supportive community for anyone who has
experienced abuse and trauma.
Support
Self-help groups are not ‘therapy’ or 'counselling', or a substitute for professional or medical help
where needed. We see this group as a helpful accompaniment, but recognise that at times the
group discussion and interaction may raise issues that need therapeutic support.
So we ask that anyone joining the group has other support available to meet their needs and keep
themselves safe. Some support information is on our website, including other peer support groups,
helplines and support services specialising in abuse and violence, and how to find a therapist.
Our Values and Principles
We operate from core values of trust, respect, and inclusion. You can learn more about our values
on our website.
The principles in our Charter From Pain into Power (click to download) underpin all our work; the
core principle is that everything we do needs to look unlike and be the opposite of abuse.
Our peer support groups follow the principles in the Peer Support Charter.
In joining our peer support group, we ask you to agree to support our values and principles.
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Peer Support Group Guidelines
Respect
We are here to learn from each other and it is OK for each of us to have different experiences,
views, problems and solutions. Please accept the contributions of others with the same respect
that you would like them to give you, and honour the choices they are making. Be respectful of
yourself and others by talking with people not about them. Please offer support and suggestions
rather than giving advice. We are committed to being inclusive and anti-discriminatory and anyone
who uses offensive or discriminatory language or behaviour will be asked to leave.
Safety
In the peer support space each of us is responsible for our own safety and participation. During the
meeting, there is no pressure to talk about your experiences of abuse. Drawing strength from just
‘being’ with others who understand is totally OK. Only share what you feel comfortable with and
don’t ask others for personal details. While there is nothing to be ashamed of in your story and it
may be important for you to bring it here, for safety it is important that we don’t regress into our
past trauma. For that reason we are encouraged to focus on our current feelings and the here and
now impact of our trauma , and be mindful of graphic details of abuse as it may be triggering and
we want the sharing space to feel as safe as possible. It is impossible to avoid all triggers as they
are unique to us as individuals. If you find something triggering it is ok to say so (“I find that x
causes this reaction in me”) and to do whatever you need to keep safe. Take time out if you need
to (someone will check to see how you are). Please let someone know if you decide to leave early.
If you are aware of having dissociative parts of yourself please do what you can to support,
reassure and keep those parts of you safe.
Confidentiality
Our participation and discussion here is private and confidential to the group. It is fine to talk
about topics that arise in the group with your therapist or supporters; but please preserve other
people's anonymity. Please don’t disclose the names of any participants outside of this group.
Please be aware that if you share something that clearly identifies a child or adult is at risk of
significant harm, our safeguarding responsibilities come into play; see our Safeguarding policy for
full details. The facilitators will keep your contact details securely in accordance with GDPR and
will not share them without your permission, except if required to by law or for safeguarding.
Online safety
We have adopted online safety guidelines built on the experience of other online peer groups:
• The zoom link is confidential to this group and must not be shared with anyone else.
• Please ensure you are in a private space where the group will not be overheard by anyone
else in your household. Consider your own safety by thinking about what is in view of your
camera. We can supply you with a zoom background if you prefer.
• You can change your zoom name to a nickname if you wish.
• We will not record sessions or save chat and you must not record them or save the cahat
either. Only the facilitators can share screens.
• Please make sure you are dressed appropriately for a public group.
• No self-harming or drinking alcohol during the meeting.
• Please arrive a few minutes early to the ‘waiting room’ so we can start on time. Once we
start we will ‘lock’ the room. Please email survivorspod@gmail.com to get in if you’re late.
• Please have your camera on to keep this a relational space.
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Boundaries and Concerns
We seek to set boundaries that enable us to participate well and keep safe. People aren’t vetted
before attending but everyone is asked to agree to these guidelines before attending, and to
provide their full contact details to the facilitators. Please think carefully about contacting people
outside of the group and your boundaries to be safe and comfortable with that. Some of us have
forged strong friendships through peer support groups, but it does take time to build trust and
confidence in each other.
We will take whatever action is appropriate to address any behaviour that breaches these
guidelines or threatens personal safety. We will ask someone to leave, or refuse further
attendance, if necessary. If you have a concern about someone's comments or behaviour during the
gathering and it isn’t possible to address this directly with the person concerned, please inform our
facilitators who will try to resolve the issue. If you are still unhappy please see our complaints
process, details are via the Survivors Voices (or Reshapers) websites and available on the day.
What to expect?
The format of the meeting may vary but generally follows a similar format. The facilitators will
welcome people into the sharing space from the waiting room and ask everyone to share their
name and one or two words how they are feeling. They will then briefly go through the group
guidelines and invite whoever wishes to share. We ask you to be mindful of the number of people
who are present and allow time for all to share if they wish. Towards the end we will invite anyone
who hasn’t shared yet to do so, or at least to say your name. We will finish with a closing circle
activity such as affirmations, meditation and saying the serenity bidding together. The space will
stay open for another 15 minutes for anyone who wants to chat.
This is your space
We hope you will feel able to fully participate to get the most from both giving and receiving peer
support. All our facilitators are volunteers and are here as peers for support too. Please help to
keep this a safe and friendly space and help us all to feel at home here.
This is a democratic group so we value your feedback about these guidelines and the way we run
this group. You are welcome to make suggestions in the group, or speak to the facilitators after
the session or email survivorspod@gmail.com

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Please email us with your contact information and to confirm that you agree to follow our
guidelines and principles. One of the facilitators will be in touch with you to arrange a phone or
zoom conversation before you join the group.
In the email please provide your full name, email address (for Zoom invite) and mobile number.

Your contact details will be stored securely according to GDPR requirements and will only be shared with the
facilitators. All our facilitators are approved volunteers with Reshapers CIC, our parent company. We will
only use your details to communicate with you about group meetings and other Survivors Voices events and
resources that you might be interested in; and to provide contact information to essential services in the
event of a risk of harm to yourself or others. We would always try to do this with your consent.
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